Case Study
Dyfi Biosphere
Dyfi Biosphere Education Group (DBEG) 2018
Ceredigion’s Local Action Group (LAG) Cynnal y Cardi, which is administered by Ceredigion County
Council, is leading on the cooperation development project which is working in collaboration with
the neighbouring LAGs of Powys (Arwain) and Gwynedd (Arloesi Gwynedd Wledig).

Penglais School
Dan Johnson, Head of Geography and one of eight geography teachers in the schools identified
various links with the Biosphere as follows:
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Year 7 - Coasts – they already do a field trip to Ynyslas and could broaden it out to the estuary.
Year 8 - Ecosystems – presently focused on rainforests but with the new curriculum they
could take in a local ecosystem, e.g. Borth bog; also Settlements.
Year 10 - Rivers – related to river processes rather than studying a particular river.
Year 11 - Ecosystems – with new curriculum, could do two lessons on a local ecosystem.
'A' Level - Ecosystems – students choose their own individual investigation.
A discussion was based on developing a Biosphere resource for Key Stage 3, to include:
- Questions to put to the pupils, to direct their enquiry:
What is the Dyfi Biosphere? What are the threats and opportunities?
- Newspaper articles, leaflets, posters and stories
- Artefacts e.g. maps, mystery objects, fishing equipment.
A number of trial lessons were held. In addition, Aber Food Surplus delivered two sessions on
food waste to Year 7.

'A' level geography, 25 June 2018
Jane Powell gave a talk to sixth-formers who were in the process of choosing an investigation
topic for a 4000 word dissertation to be carried out next academic year. Following a slide show
about the Biosphere each student discussed their ideas to identify any potential links with the
Dyfi Biosphere. Some of the topics under consideration included: plastic waste, bilingualism,
woodland ecology, tourism and food waste. There are obvious links here with organizations in
the Biosphere, and also with the Biosphere as a context in its own right.

Year 7, 3 July 2018
Jane Powell took a lesson to introduce the Biosphere.
The photo mats were used as a visual aid to explain
what the Biosphere is. The class then discussed what
and how much they knew about the area. Pupils came
up with plenty of names of local organisations, from the
Centre of Alternative Technology (CAT) to Dyfi
Donkeys, and seemed to enjoy sharing their knowledge
of the local area.
The class then discussed the strengths of Biosphere, and they particularly mentioned its ‘peace
and quiet’ and the number of small family businesses.
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Building a resource
One of the outcomes of the visit to the school was to request
that DBEG members supply mystery objects that could be
kept in a box and lent to schools. All of these needed to
promote the Dyfi Biosphere in some way. The box initially
began with bird rings from RSPB, sheep eartags from LEAF
Education, a climbing rope from Outward Bound, and objects
from Ceredigion Museum and The Centre Alternative
Technology (CAT).
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This forms the basis of an ‘information repository.’ Inspired by this idea, DBEG members are also
pursuing the question of data sets and information sheets including for example water quality,
employment, land use and tourism visitors in the area. A number of trial lessons were held. In
addition, Aber Food Surplus delivered two sessions on food waste to Year 7.

Conclusions and future plans
Jane Powell will work further with the Geography Department to develop the “Biosphere Box”
concept and a Key Stage 3 lesson that can then be shared with other teachers. It is proposed to
trial this in December. Links have also been made with A level geography students so that links
can be made with suitable experts in the University or elsewhere to help them with their
academic studies.
These activities aim to stimulate further educational activities in the Biosphere as stronger links
are made between organisations and this has created an opportunity to start building up a bank
of lesson plans, data sets and student responses.
By undertaking the engagement work with teachers and students the following enquiry was
received from a sixth-former:
“My name is XX and I am currently studying at Penglais
School in Year 12. We have been set the task of completing a
project and I have decided on the enquiry question: How
does succession vary from the coast inland? I have chosen to
look at this in 3 locations which are: Ynyslas, Ynyshir Marsh
and a part of the Dyfi forest. I was inspired by the talk you
gave to our class a couple of weeks ago and was just
wondering what data collection advice or any other
information you could give me?”
This lends support to the ‘information repository’ idea and
will be a useful test exercise in seeing what is needed by
schools.

“Real world learning is really
important for young people.
Having the Dyfi Biosphere on
our doorstep means that our
pupils can study
development, land use and
ecosystems in the context of
their home area.”
Dan Johnson, Head of Geography,
Penglais School

